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Cisco Spark Room 55
Cisco Spark Room 70
The Cisco Spark Room 55 and Room 70:
Bringing advanced experiences to
every room
Cisco Spark™ Room 55 and Room 70
As part of the Cisco Spark™ Room Series, Room 55 and Room 70 combine an
unmatched video and audio experience with a sophisticated, Red Dot–awarded
design to create compelling team collaboration systems. Room 55 and Room
70 are all-in-one, integrated systems that are easy to install, use, deploy, and
manage. Room 55 comes with one 55-inch screen and is ideal for rooms that
seat up to 7 people. Room 70 is offered in two configurations – single or dual
70-inch screens – and can accommodate up to 14 people.
Room 55 and Room 70 are crafted with high-quality components:
• Professional 4K display(s) for longevity and minimal latency.
• Powerful digital zoom camera(s) for discreet tracking.
• Sophisticated speaker system and amplifier to deliver rich sound.
• Light industrial design that combines aluminum and fabric for a sustainable
and humanizing effect.
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Benefits
• Powerful collaboration devices:
Fully integrated systems include 55
or 70’’ 4K screen(s), powerful digital
camera(s), stereo speakers; brings
more intelligence and usability to
your small-to-large meeting rooms
for up to 7 people and 14; based on
Cisco Spark Room Kit and Room Kit
Plus technology.
• Smart meetings: Powerful,
integrated camera(s) deliver
intelligent viewing capabilities,
such as automatic framing and
speaker tracking.
• Smart presentations: Dual screens/
dual content sources supported,
wireless sharing, and 4K content
make for great presentations.
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Benefits
• Smart integrations: People count
for usage metrics and resource
allocation; in-room controls through
the Cisco Touch 10 provide
enhanced functionalities.
• Flexibility: Built for both onpremises and cloud deployment,
protecting your investment.

With Cisco Spark Room Kit and Room Kit Plus, respectivey, as their base technology, Room 55 and
Room 70 bring capabilities such as speaker tracking, best overview, automatic wake-up, and people
count to enable even smarter meetings, smarter presentation capabilities, and smarter room and device
integrations. These features and functionalities further remove the barriers to usage and deployment of
video in small-to-large meeting rooms.
Room 55 and Room 70 are rich in functionality and experience but are priced and designed to be easily
scalable to all of your meeting rooms and spaces, whether registered on premises or to Cisco Spark
through the Cisco® Collaboration Cloud.

Next steps
Learn more about the Cisco Spark
Room Series.
Download the Cisco Spark app today.
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